How to SSH into NMR Workstations Within GC or MM

1. From your SSH software define a new hostname of an NMR workstation as ‘spectrometer name’.chem.brown.edu (ie. zeus.chem.brown.edu). Put your username into the designated box in the software. Click the connect button.

2. Once connected, you should be able to see your ‘nmr’ folder from within your home directory. Since all the workstation are cross mounted, you can access all your data from any one workstation. To do this, you will need to go up to the top level of the workstation to which you have entered. Sometimes you have to physically put a / into the box defining your current location to get the top level. From there, you will find /uartemis, /uzeus, /uares, if you had sshd into Hades. From within any of the aforementioned directories you should see the /data/your username to access your NMR data from that spectrometer.